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It goes to the credit of the Indian judiciary that the Supreme
Court has summarily rejected pleas by several ‘concerned’

individuals who sought a ban on the cash-rich Indian Premier
League (IPL). As a cricketing event that brings together players
from across the globe, this is certainly one-of-a-kind because
cricketers from other nations do not necessarily play each other
as opponents but share the dressing room as teammates.

But the million dollar question is whether the circus is really
required when the country’s image has taken severe beating
across the seven seas, or at least in the cricket-playing nations.

However, despite all the oddities and arguments, it is time
the authorities take stock of the actual ground situation and work
accordingly. Let us face the facts-IPL has been loaded with
controversies. Each edition has thrown up one scandal or the
other. 

The sixth edition, which ended May 26, was by far the worst
of the lot, brazen, bizarre and a recipe for disaster. It had all the
ingredients that are anathema to the gentleman’s game-
unscrupulous elements from filmdom, corrupt administrators,
punters and gamblers, mafia gangs, ghetto-inspired players lured
with baits and making available women for a porn-like exhibition
of flesh. The list of the incredulous is outrageously deplorable.

As the think tank admits, it may be next to impossible to
wipe out the menace of fixing from the face of earth but efforts
can be made to tighten the screws and put the players on a
constant leash by making them accountable. After all, they get
paid in millions and it is all public money. For instance, instead
of remanding them to custody it will be in the fitness of things if
they are prosecuted and sent to jail. This could be a possible
deterrent for the next generation Indian cricketer, particularly
given the fact that the spirit of the game has been out of the
players’ mind and the pride of donning national colours is not in
the blood of the new breed of materialistic cricketers, at least, to
a sizeable section of them.

An outright ban may be as difficult as putting an end to
elections in a democracy. The Government is proposing a
stringent law against corruption in sports. Will it hold water when
we have administrators ranging from Suresh Kalmadi, Lalith
Bhanot to N Srinivasan and coaches who are notorious for sexual
exploitation of women athletes? It is these black sheep that need
to be controlled, first and foremost. Only then can there be a
semblance of clean sports. Till such time we have to live with
shame. IPL, anyone?    

EDITOR’S DESK
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It's official now,
IPL matches
fixed since
2010

Decoding China Batch

Maoists kill Salwa Judum
founder 

Lady don
Her obsession with luxury living
proved costly as a model-actress
took to fraudulent means to make
fast and easy bucks. Twenty five-
year-old actress-model Leena
Maria Paul is now cooling her heels
behind bars in a cheating case

A poor woman from Hyderabad, lured
to UK to work as nanny, was forced
into slavery by two educated women,
while their friend, a butcher, raped
her for four months by threatening
the woman that her passport will be
burnt if she did not sleep with him.

FACT FILE

The China Batch, the nick
name for Chaitanya-Narayana
Academy, has raised many an
eyebrows as the two staunch
opponents in the intermediate
education industry have come
closer and started a joint
venture....

In a meticulously planned attack,
Maoists attacked a Congress
convoy in Chhattisgarh on May 25
killing 27 people including its top
leader Mahendra Karma in an
apparent attempt to make the
central and state governments
withdraw anti-Maoist operations. 
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D BAL REDDY

The Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) last
month filed a supplementary charge sheet in
the 2005 fake encounter case of gangster

Sohrabuddin Sheik, naming two police officials from
Andhra Pradesh.

The two police officials – IPS officer N
Balasubramanyam and Shamshabad Assistant
Commissioner of Police Srinivasa Rao – have been
accused of extending logistics support to the Gujarat
police team that picked up Sohrabuddin, his wife
Kausar Bi and their friend Tulsiram Prajapati, who
were later killed in fake encounters.

Sources said Balarubramanyam was the officer
who had reportedly booked accommodation for the
Gujarat police team that came to pick up
Sohrabuddin in 2005 and stayed at the Police
Officers Mess in Masab Tank. 

On the other hand, Srinivasa Rao is said to be
among a few officials of the AP Police who had
accompanied Gujarat police team until they were
caught after crossing the state border.

Sohrabuddin, Kausarbi and Tulsiram were
picked up while travelling from Hyderabad to Sangli
on November 23, 2005. Later, Sohrabuddin was
allegedly killed on November 26 in a fake encounter
and subsequently Kausarbi and Tulsiram were also
killed by the police.

But the big twist in the case is that the CBI
appears to have given up its efforts to find former
naxalite Nayeemuddin aka Nayeem for questioning

in connection with the case since he allegedly is the
key man behind the entire operation. 

It is said the former naxalite lured gangster
Sohrabuddin to Hyderabad with an offer to start
illegal operations and provided shelter,  acting on the
instructions of Balasubramanyam. Nayeem is
believed to be very close to the IPS officer since the

Former naxalite Nayeemuddin aka Nayeem, who has been underground for long and
helping Andhra Pradesh police and the Intelligence Bureau in counter-insurgency

operations, is all set to surrender and join mainstream after the CBI reportedly dropped
investigation against him in the 2005 Sohrabuddin Sheik fake encounter case.

Of fake encounter and
foe-turned friend

CBI GAMES

Nayeemuddin
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days he worked as superintendent of police of
Nalgonda, the native district of Nayeem.

Following the instructions of the IPS officer,
Nayeem is said to have booked tickets for the
gangster, his wife and their friend besides sending his
own man on the pretext of accompanying them till
their destination, though the actual reason was to
keep them under constant surveillance, sources said.

Though Nayeem allegedly offered to kill the
three and make the bodies disappear in Andhra
Pradesh, Gujarat police wanted to take the gangster
along with them and stage an encounter to create a
sense of fear among the criminals operating around
marble mafia in Gujarat and Rajasthan. 

Besides, it is said that the killing was
orchestrated by senior police officers of the Gujarat
Police Service, allegedly at the behest of the then
Gujarat home minister Amit Shah, a close confidant
of chief minister Narendra Modi.

Also, there have been allegations that fight for
supremacy over Gujarat politics within the ranks of
Bharatiya Janata Party and the subsequent attempts
by Sohrabuddin to extort money from Amit Shah
resulted in the fake encounter. 

In this background, Nayeem reluctantly sent his
team along with Gujarat police to abduct the
gangster, his wife and Tulsiram soon after the bus
carrying them crossed Andhra Pradesh borders,
sources said.

Last year CBI made serious efforts to catch
Nayeem. It even picked up some close relatives of

the former naxalite so as to find his hideout but to no
use. The CBI also asked the Special Intelligence
Bureau (SIB) of the AP Police to hand over Nayeem,
since the latter has been working for the SIB in
counter insurgency operations, sources said.

The SIB had even formed five special teams.
However, Nayeem went incognito and did not even
come in touch with SIB officials as soon as he got
wind of the developments. Sources said he stopped
using phone fearing his location could be
compromised.

With the CBI filing supplementary charge sheet
without making any reference to the former naxalite,
which is said to be the final one in the case, Nayeem
is said to be preparing strong ground for surrender. 

An officer of the rank of Deputy Superintendent
of Police is said to be lobbying for his surrender since
Nayeem is wanted in some other cases registered by
the state police including the murder of IPS officer
K S Vyas. 

Nayeem is said to be hiding some place in Hyderabad and is not using phones in order to
avoid being caught. Besides, a police officer close to a Member of Parliament is said to

be helping Nayeem to negotiate his surrender.

Balasubrahmanyam

Sohrabuddin

CBI GAMES
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THE NEWS BUREAU

India’s so-called premier
investigation agency, Central

Bureau of Investigation (CBI)
Director Ranjit Sinha recently made
fun of himself saying whatever the
Supreme Court said about the probe
agency was correct.

The apex court made scathing
remarks in May saying the CBI was
a ‘caged parrot’ that speaks in its
master’s voice, for sharing the
status report on coal blocks
allocation scam with Law Minister
Ashwani Kumar and officials of the
Prime Minister’s Office and the
coal ministry.

Subsequently, Ranjit Sinha
attempted to correct himself by
retracting from his confession
sending out a message that he was
ready for anything to stay in power.
A quick look at his past shows that
the CBI chief a ‘loyal’ bureaucrat to
corrupt political masters.

The man who messed up the
investigation into the Rs 1000 crore
fodder scam involving Lalu Prasad
Yadav was none other than the great
Ranjit Sinha. The IPS officer
apparently submitted a ‘truncated
and sketchy’ investigation report to
the Patna High Court.

This was disclosed by none

other than the then CBI joint
director UN Biswas, who was
heading the investigation. Biswas
had told the Patna High Court that
the report submitted to the court
was not the original, but the one
assembled by Ranjit Sinha, his
deputy in the investigation.

As a reward for this favour,
Ranjit Sinha was posted as an
officer on special duty in Bihar
Bhavan in Delhi, again to lobby and
exert influence on the CBI in
connection with the fodder scam
and other cases.

Ranjit Sinha was indicted by
the Accountant General for
irregularities while he was the

Superintendent of Police in
Saharsa, according to the Bihar’s
present Deputy Chief Minister
Sushil Kumar Modi.

Ranjit Sinha’s loyalty did not
go waste. When Lalu became the
railway minister, the IPS officer
was appointed as teh Director
General of Railway Protection
Force, keeping the post vacant till
Ranjit Sinha was promoted to a DG
rank officer.

But all this did not stop the
UPA government from appointing
Ranjit Sinha as the CBI chief
ignoring the written demand by the
BJP leaders not to appoint him to
the premier post. 

Caged Parrot’s past smells of corruption
It is unfortunate for the nation that we have an

IPS officer like Ranjit Sinha heading the
premier investigation agency of the

country, the CBI. It was Ranjit Sinha, who
submitted a fake investigation report

to the Patna High Court into the
fodder scam, in an attempt to save

Lalu Prasad Yadav, say analysts.

Caged
Bureau of
Investigation

CAGED PARROT
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A KULLAYAPPA

PSabita Indra Reddy lost her
Ministry of Home, while

Dharmana Prasada Rao had to lose
Roads and Buildings Ministry,
thanks to the disproportionate
assets case registered against YSR
Congress president Y S
Jaganmohan Reddy.

Governor ESL Narasimhan on
May 26 accepted the resignations
of the two cabinet ministers. 

The duo was accused of
issuing some GOs out of the 26
controversial government orders
doling out undue favours for select
people, who in turn invested in
Jagan's companies as a quid-pro-
quo arrangement.

Now that Sabita and
Dharmana became jobless, they are
worried about their future. Sources
said Dharmana is likely to join
YSR Congress, but Sabita may
stick to Congress because her son
Karthik Reddy is said to be against
joining hands with Jagan.

On the other hand, three other
ministers - J Geetha Reddy,
Ponnala Lakshmaiah and Kanna

Lakshminarayana - are said to be
worried a lot over their future since
their names also figure in the case.

The apprehension of the three
ministers is that the CBI may in its
future charge sheets add their
names due to which they will have

to quit. Sources said the three
ministers are pondering whether to
quit before charge sheet was laid
against them.

Though the Congress high
command asked the two ministers
to go in an apparent attempt to

Sabita, Dharmana  become jobless
Even as Sabita Indra Reddy
and Dharmana Prasada
Rao become jobless, the
sword hangs on the heads
of three other ministers J
Geetha Reddy, Ponnala
Lakshmaiah and Kanna

Lakshminarayana

POLITICAL PICTURE
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sport a clean image in the next
elections in view of the Karnataka
assembly election results, it has
been embarrassing for the state
government as well as the tainted
ministers to answer certain
questions being posed time and

again, sources said. On the whole,
the caged parrot speaking in its
master's voice has been able to
make three ministers from the state
cabinet jobless so far, while three
others are in waiting, political
analysts said. 

Sabita, Dharmana  become jobless
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POLITICAL PICTURE

DOODI DURGA REDDY

The recent spat between TRS
leader T Harish Rao and its

suspended leader M Raghunandan
Rao might have subsided for now.
But then, people would like to know
the actual reason why the latter was
suspended from the party and he
launched a campaign to defame
Harish.

Raghunandan, former
president of TRS Medak district unit
was suspended on the allegations
that he was threatening some
industrialists and demanding
money, besides planning to join the
Telugu Desam Party (TDP).

Well, if threatening and
extortion of money in the name of
Telangana movement has become a
common phenomenon,
nothwithstanding the denial by
various leaders associated with one
or the other outfit of the region,
political analysts said.

In such a case, the reason for
the suspension of Raghunandan
should be something else rather than
threatening industrialists for money,
the analysts said.

According to sources,
Raghunandan has allegedly been the
holder of benami assets amassed by
Harish Rao in the last decade after
TRS grew into a formidable force.
But differences crept between the
two as Raghunandan was allegedly
being prevented from growing by
Harish, sources said. Also,
Raghunandan is said to be worried

over increasing influence of TRS
chief K Chandrasekhar Rao's family
over the party and the efforts to
bring KCRs daugter Kavita into
electoral politics. He is said to be
worried over the prospect of losing
his groun in Medak if Kavita is
brought into fray, sources said.

Besides, Raghunandan wanted
a pie of the huge assets allegedly
amassed by Harish, which annoyed
Harish and ensure that the former
was suspended from the party,
sources said.

In this backdrop, Raghunandan
dropped a bomb disclosing that
Harish got Rs 80 lakh for not going
against Padmalaya Studios in
Hyderabad. He alleged that the deal
was finalised in party MP
Vijayashanti's house. He also
alleged that he has evidences of
several other similar settlements. 

He even gave a written

representation to the Central Bureau
of Investigation (CBI) seeking
investigation into the 'extortions' of
TRS leaders particularly Harish.
Raghunandan even threatened to
approach the court against Harish
and other leaders for 'extortion' of
money in the name of Telangana.  

On the other hand, Harish
challenged Raghunandan to prove
the allegations against him and
branded the latter as a 'traitor for
Telangana'.

The duo indulged in the public
spat for a week and then the noise
from both sides died down. It
appears an amicable settlment over
sharing of benami properties
between the two has been made
with the intervention of K T Rama
Rao and likes, sources said. So,
there is no need for KCR and his
family to worry about their 'hidden
agenda and assets', sources said. 

Raghunandan Vs Harish:
The truth behind

Raghunandan Rao T Harish Rao
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HYDERABAD METRO RAIL
COVER STORY
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SRINIVAS GUDIGUNTA

Metro Rail works are
progressing at a brisk
pace. Everything looks

hunky dory, and the entire city is
eagerly waiting to see the changed
face of Hyderabad. Despite the
traffic snarls that the construction of
the coveted railway lines create,
everyone seems to be excited at the
prospect of having the first of its
kind (in many ways) infrastructural
marvel in our own city.

But if some ill-omens that
surfaced in the recent past are
anything to go by, we have big
reason to worry. Somewhere in the
piled mud and covered trenches, on
the pillars and the girdles, tracks
and the elevations, there hides the
demon of doom, ready to spell
some kind of disaster.

Yes, the Metro Rail

construction works seem to have
left room for disaster to strike at any
time. And if you did not get to read
about it in newspapers and hear on
scores of local television news
channels, then heavens forbid, you
have been hoodwinked by the rich
and the mighty.

Officials claim the project uses
state-of-the art technology with
stringent technical specifications,
performance criteria and safety
standards. But two recent incidents,
brushed aside by the officials as
insignificant, indicate that the safety
is not foolproof.

Hold on! Get ready for the
shock! A few weeks ago, one of the
pillars on which the rail has to be
laid, was reportedly found
damaged. About 45 per cent of the
top portion of the 7-feet diameter
pillar caved in near Begumpet.
Fortunately, nobody was present at

the site when the pillar caved in. 
Reliable sources connected

with the project told The News
strictly on condition of anonymity
that the pillar was completely
removed at lightning speed even
before anybody noticed it. 

Asked how come such a big
news did not get the media
attention, sources said, "Our people
spend Rs 1 lakh a month on the
media persons for friendly
relations. We have been able to
cover up such things, which take
place often.” OMG!

In yet another incident, the
workers found a leakage in
drainage line beyond 20 meters,
again at Begumpet, where a pillar
was to be laid. It would have been
disastrous in future, if the leak was
not discovered by the workers. The
Metro Water Supply and Sewerage
Board (HMWS&SB) has been

While everyone notices the works for Hyderabad Metro Rail fast progressing, no one
sees pillars shaking, cracks formed and a portion of one pillar caving in. It looks like
even the media is being managed to keep certain disturbing things under wraps. The

News gets you the ground reality  

COVER STORY
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asked to explain why the
information was not given in
advance about the underground
drainage system's existence at the
particular spot, an official of the
Metro Rail project told The News.

"We were told by the water
board officials that even they were
unaware of the old drainage system
laid during Nizam's period. They
attended the repair works and
arrested the leak," the official said.

Recalling the 2012 accident at
a metro rail construction site in
Mumbai and the collapse of flyover
in Panjagutta in the city years ago,
the sources expressed doubts over

the absolute safety of the project. 
The age old underground

drainage system laid during
Nizam's period has been discovered
at a depth of 20 meters. It shows
that the drainage system exists at a
depth of 20 meters in several parts
of the city through which the metro
rail passes. Over a period, there
could be seepage in the earthen
layers weakening the pillars thereby
leading to disaster, sources said.

Though the private partner of
the project, the Larsen & Toubro,
which is executing the works,
ensures elaborate safety standards,
there is always possibility of some

error since several agencies need to
work in coordination to complete
the project, experts said. 

Moreover, officials belonging
to the sole owner of the project,
Larson & Turbo (L&T) are said to
have been ignoring suggestions of
the government officials about
safety standards on the ground that
the private entity was investing
money and they were responsible
for operating the project for 35 long
years and they know their job better
than anybody else, sources said.

Hyderabad Metro Rail is the
first project in the world, covering
72 km and has been undertaken by
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a private entity. This is also the first time the L&T
is venturing into such a huge project.

The L&T, which is the concessionaire, is
licensed to use the land, while government
continues to be the owner. It is being built under
the DBFOT (Design, Build, Finance, Operate and
Transfer) model. The project will come back to the
government after the concession period of 35 years,
but it could be extendable by another 25 years.
Thus, there is a possibility that the private entity
might have complete control over the project for
60 years and nobody can predict what happens after
60 years in this country, sources said.

Of a total investment of Rs 14,132 crore, the
Government of India has sanctioned Rs 1,458 crore
VGF (viability gap funding) amounting to 10 per
cent of the project cost. The remaining Rs 12,674
crore is being invested by the private partner, L&T
Metro Rail (Hyderabad) Limited, while the
government of Andhra Pradesh is spending Rs
1,980 crore on land acquisition, widening of roads,
relief and rehabilitation and shifting of utilities,
officials said. 

Hyderabad Metro Rail will cover a distance of
71.16 km involving three high density corridors.
The project will be integrated with existing railway
stations, suburban railway network (MMTS) and
bus stations.  

N V S Reddy, managing director of
Hyderabad Metro Rail project says that the metro
rail has kept a safe distance of at least 500 feet from
monuments such as Charminar, Salar Jung
Museum and other structures of archaeological
importance. Also, an elevated metro system was
much more energy efficient than an underground
system.

Remember, the moment you visit the home
page of the Hyderabad Metro Rail (HMR) website
you will find its mission statement which says, "To
create an efficient, safe, reliable, economical &
world class public transportation system in
Hyderabad, which will facilitate the city’s
transformation ― as a competitive global city with
high quality of life.” 

But it appears the contractors are not doing
enough to make the mission statement a complete
reality. If something really goes wrong, no
government representative will lose his life, nor the
construction giant L&T, but it is our own dear ones
that are going to perish. Is anybody listening? 

Graphical
description.
Not original
image

COVER STORY
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BLOOD BATH

In a meticulously planned attack, Maoists attacked a Congress convoy in
Chhattisgarh on May 25 killing 27 people including its top leader Mahendra Karma
in an apparent attempt to make the central and state governments withdraw anti-

Maoist operations. 

MAOISTS KILL
SALWA JUDUM

FOUNDER 
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The May 25 Maoist attack on
a Congress convoy in
Chhattisgarh killing around

27 people including its top leader
Mahendra Karma, the founder of
Salwa Judum, shocked the nation.

It may be recalled about 200
Maoist guerrillas set off a land
mine and opened fire on a convoy
of cars carrying Congress leaders
and activists. The convoy was
attacked in a forested area as the
Congress members were returning
to the state capital after attending a
party rally. 

Congress president Sonia
Gandhi said, "We are devastated by
the dastardly attack on the
country's democratic values."

Prime Minister Manmohan
Singh said the government would
take firm action against the
perpetrators.

The prime target of Maoists
was Mahendra Karma. Prior to his
assasination, Maoists killed 12 of
his family and relatives. Eye
witnesses said the Maoists danced
after they found Karma and riddled
him with bullets.

Among others who were
killed include Chhattisgarh

Congress president Nand Kumar
Patel, his son and several police
personnel. Former union minister
Vidya Charan Shukla, 83, was
severely injured in the attack and
presently under treatment in a
Mumbai hospital.

Maoists demand withdrawal
of green hunt

Claiming responsibility for the
attack, Communist Party of India
(Maoist) said the attack was the fall
out of the fascist rule of the UPA
government.

Dandakaranya Special Zonal
Committee spokesperson Gudsa
Usendi said in a release that a
detachment of the Peoples
Liberation Guerrilla Army carried
out the attack on the Congress
convoy as a last resort to protest
against the green hunt. He also said
the PLGA avenged the atrocities

committed by Salwa Judum.
Demanding that the center and

state governments should
immediately put a stop for green
hunt and recall all kinds of
paramilitary forces, Usendi warned
that no amount of security cover
can save the leaders and officials
from the attacks of people.

Mi-17 V-5 helicopters to
hunt down Maoists 

However, the government
responded to the demand with
tough measures. It ordered a
National Investigation Agency
probe into the attack on one hand
and on the other, decided to deploy
a squadron of latest Mi-17 V-5
helicopters of the Indian Air Force
in Nagpur for the assistance of
security forces.

Meanwhile, sources said a
handful of Israeli-made drones

Even as the air power committed to anti-Maoist operations failed to support
the footsoldiers, the Indian Air Force has decided to deploy a squadron of

latest Mi-17 V-5 helicopters to hunt down the guerrillas.

Mahendra
Karma

VC Shukla

BLOOD BATH
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meant for gathering intelligence
from the thick jungles in
Chhattisgarh and Odisha, failed to
give desired results since they are
being operated from a far away air

base located outside Hyderabad. 
Last year, the air force is learnt

to have rejected to relocate the fleet
of drones to a Defense Research
and Development Organisation

(DRDO) operated airstrip in
Jagdalpur, only a few kilometers
away from Saturday’s Maoist
ambush site, allegedly on the
ground that the living facilities at
the airstrip did not meet the
standards of its pilots.

It takes a lot of time for the
fleet of airpower to act in times of
need because of the distance.
Besides, the drones need to refuel
in few minutes because of the
distance.

Sources said the air force had
agreed to relocate the drones to an
airstrip operated by the Steel
Authority of India in Bhilai, about
250 kilometers from Jagdalpur, less
than half distance from Hyderabad
base. But, almost a year later, the
relocation is still pending.

A senior police officer, who
was earlier involved in anti-Maoist
operations, told The News that foot
soldiers were dying of malaria and
other ailments in the jungle, while
the air force guys refuse to live
without air condition facilities.
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MOHSIN BIN HUSSAIN AL - KASARY

No, China batch has nothing to
do with our belligerent

neighbor. This is all about a joint
venture by Sree Chaitanya and
Narayana (China) group of
educational institutions. 

The two opposing groups,
which used go to any extent to have
an upper hand over each other,
suddenly joined hands and
launched Chaitanya-Narayana
Academy, better known as 'The
China Batch', to tighten their hold
over the intermediate education.

The two separate educational
institutions are said to have formed
'Sahasra Education Society', which
sponsors the Chaitanya-Narayana
Academy. The academy is planning

to go for public issue and mobilise
funds worth around Rs 4,500 crore
in the near future, sources said.

The sources also said the two
groups had reportedly sold away 50

per cent of their stakes each to a US
based investment company New
Silk Route Company. However, the
two groups retained 100 per cent
stake in schools, which will be run

The China Batch, the nick name for
Chaitanya-Narayana Academy, has raised
many an eyebrows as the two staunch

opponents in the intermediate education
industry have come closer and started a joint
venture. Though the managements of both
groups say the joint venture is aimed at

providing quality education, sources say the
joint venture aims at generating huge funds by

way of going for a public issue.

Decoding China Batch

CHINA BATCH
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separately by them.
Sources said the institutions

being run in the name of 'China
Batch' are allegedly resorting to
several irregularities. Not only they
mount immense pressure on the
students to by heart answers, but
also ensure that the examination
centers for their students are
allotted very conveniently.

More than 70 per cent students
pursuing intermediate education in
Chaitanya Colleges invariably
write their final exams in Narayana
Colleges and similarly students of
Narayana Colleges write exams in
Chaitanya Colleges. Such is the
influence the college managements
enjoy over the Board of
Intermediate Education, sources
said. 

Tension prevailed
at the

Chaitanya-Narayana
Academy in
Madhapur after a 16-
year-old student died
under suspicious
circumstances on
May 29. 

Sai Kumar of
Bellampally in
Adilabad, who
joined the academy a
couple of weeks
before the death, was
found hanging from
the ventilator of the
toilet on May 29
morning. 

However, his
family alleged foul
play as the boy's feet
were not only
touching the ground
but the legs were
bent at knees.

Interestingly,
the boy is said to
have called up his
father Ramachandra, chairman of the Bellampally Market Yard
Committee, a couple of days ago and informed him that somebody
stole his money. Further, the boy had a fight with somebody on the
campus day before the tragic death, sources said.

The boy's family backed by members of All India Human
Rights Association staged a protest demanding the actual cause of
death and action against the culprits.

Sources also said general manager of the educational
institutions group, Katragadda Srinivas, popularly known as KS,
allegedly manhandled the human rights association member Padma
Reddy, leading to tension.

Police, however, pacified the irate family and shifted the body
late on May 29 night to a hospital for autopsy. Police said the cause
of death would be known only after receiving the autopsy report.

Decoding China Batch

CHINA BATCH STUDENT'S
SUSPICIOUS DEATH
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SYED OMER FAROOQ

There is a famous saying in
Telugu which goes, 'Digging

Up a Mountain to catch a Rat'. It
appears the Anti-Corruption
Bureau (ACB) has done the same
thing after a year-long probe last
year. 

For almost one year, the ACB,
state's anti-corruption agency
deployed all its manpower

resources for probe into the liquor
scam. It made several arrests
including a former district
collector, a serving additional
superintendent of police, excise
superintendents and some private
persons. 

According the ACB report
given to the government, police
and excise officials collected bribes
on monthly basis for allowing the
liquor traders violate the norms

while excise officials issued liquor
shop licenses in ineligible persons
in connivance with the liquor
syndicate leaders.

The report also said revenue
officials issued white ration cards
for ineligible persons in collusion
with syndicate leaders and the
same were used as bonafide
certificates to secure liquor shop
licenses.

Accoridng to the report, liquor

Liquor probe: Digging up
mountain to catch a rat

LIQUOR BLUES

ACB officials searching the house of a senior excise official in Hyderabad (file picture)
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syndicates paid bribes worth
around Rs 70 crore annually to the
officials of these departments. It
said as many as 48 cases were
registered and 132 persons
including former district collector
N Nageshwar Rao, ASP K Ram
Prasad and some deputy
commissioners of prohibition and
excise were arrested apart from
DSPs, inspectors, constables and
other officials.

However, after the probe, the
ACB has recommended
prosecution of just 69 officials, of
which nine are from the police
department, while others belong to
Prohibition and Excise (P&E)
department for their involvement in
the liquor scam. Official statistics

show that prosecution has been
recommended against 69 serving
and 11 retired officials. 

Further, the ACB advised that
a whopping 566 officials from
prohibition and excise department,
192 from police department and
one official from LE&TE
department should be placed before
the Tribunal for Disciplinary
Proceedings (TDP).

The government was also

advised to entrust the cases against
186 officials of the prohibition and
excise department and four from
police department, while
departmental action was
recommended against 36
prohibition and excise officials and
46 officials from the police
department. The ACB also said in
its report that 138 private persons
were involved in the liquor
syndicate scam. 

However, after the probe, the ACB has recommended
prosecution of just 69 officials, of which nine are from

the police department, while others belong to Prohibition
and Excise (P&E) department for their involvement in the

liquor scam.

Hyderabad liquor syndicate leader Balraju being taken to court (file picture)
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B YASHASVI

Director General of Police, V
Dinesh Reddy reshuffled his

cabinet about which the public
came to know through a governent
order on the midnight of May 23.
His blue yed boys got focal
portfolios, while those in disfavour
were shunted to non-focal postings.
In a nutshell, he sent out a message
that loyalty pays.

Sources in the IPS lobbies say
shifting Additional Director

General of Police (ADGP),
Provisions & Logistics, VSK
Kaumudi to ADGP, Law & Order
was an indication that he would
soon get the coveted post of
Hyderabad city police
commisisoner.

The tradition for quite some
time has been that those who
become ADGP, Law & Order,
would invariably be posted as
Hyderabad police commissioner,
sources said. 

As expected, Additional

Commissioner of Police,
Hyderabad traffic, C V Anand has
been made the Commissioner of
Cyberabad police, considered a
prestigious and powerful posting
among the police circles.

Director General of Police, S
A Huda, who ones used to be the
blue eyed boy of Dinesh Reddy,
has been moved to non-focal but
plum posting. He has been made
the Managing Director, AP State
Police Housing Corporation.

Sources said differences crept

DGP reshuffles cabinet

While the Chief
Minister N Kiran
Kumar Reddy has
been dragging it
too long, Director
General of Police,
V Dinesh Reddy
took the decision
and reshuffled his
cabinet rewarding
his loyalists. The
massive reshuffle
of IPS officers
sent out a clear
message that
loyalty pays

STATE SCAN
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in between Dinesh Reddy and
Huda some time ago and this was
the reason he was not called for an
emergency meeting held in the
aftermath of Dilsukhnagar twin
bomb blasts. 

Huda was found strolling near
his official residence while top
police officials were holding an
emergency meeting on March 6.
What more! Huda has not been
travelling in the same vehicle along
with the DGP for the last few
months, unlike earlier days,
sources told The News.

Also, Director General of Fire
Services and Disaster Response
wing, S V Ramana Murthy has
been shunted out and made the
ADGP of Road Safety Authority,
considered a punishment posting.

Sources said Ramana
Murthy's bad time began when
increasing number of allegations of
corruption came to the notice of
Dinesh Reddy. The DGP has a
clean image so far as far as
corruption issue is involved and he
is afraid of keeing corrupt officers
around him, fearing that his own
image could get damaged.

So, when the DGP came to
know that Ramana Murthy did not
stop his alleged corrupt practices
even after transferring him to Fire
Services from the CID some time
ago, the police chief ensured that
the ADGP was shifted to a place
where he will have to beg for
minimum things, sources said.

Senior IPS officer S Gopal
Reddy, who was ADGP, Technical
Services, has been posted as
ADGP, Provisions & Logistics,
considered focal and plum posting. 

Similarly, another officer
Anjani Kumar, who was the IG of
Police Communication Services
and loyal to Dinesh Reddy, has

THE NEWS BUREAU

The massive reshuffle in
the state brought

smiles on the faces of IPS
officers loyal to DGP
Dinesh Reddy, while those
in disfavour have been
cursing the exercise.

However, one
particular change took
everyone by surprise since
it hinted the possibility of
slow extinction of the elite
unit OCTOPUS
(Organisation for Counter
Terrorist Operations). 

The post of Additional
Director General of Police,
Greyhounds, has been
redesignated as ADGP, Operations as part of the reshuffle and the
ADGP, J V Ramudu has been made incharge for both Greyhounds
and Octopus – both being commando units, while the Octopus chief
N V Surendra Babu has been transferred. 

Originally, Octopus was floated with three wings comprising
intelligence, research and commando unit. However, former DGP
SSP Yadav and the then intelligence chief K Aravinda Rao were
allegedly opposed to have a parallel intelligence wing out of fear
of losing their importance.  

The duo ensured that the intelligence and research wings were
merged with the Counter Intelligence Cell, now headed by an
officer of DIG rank, but works completely under the control of the
intelligence chief and the DGP. This move itself weakened the
Octopus to a great extent, sources said.

Now, for the reasons best known to him, DGP Dinesh Reddy
brought Octopus under the purview of Greyhounds chief. It
appears, over a period of time, Octopus would be merged with
Greyhouds and two sub units would be formed within the elite anti-
naxalite combat force. The sub-units would be Greyhounds-Urban
combat unit and Greyhounds-Anti-naxalite unit, sources said.

Analysts say it was a bad idea to bring Octopus under
Greyhounds ADGPs purview since the preferences of the
commandos would change and ultimately it would just become any
other lethargic armed force.

OCTOPUS REDUCED TO
ARMED RESERVE

JV Ramudu
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OFFICERS IN DISFAVOUR SHUNTED TO NON-FOCAL PLACES

BLUE EYED BOYS GET FOCAL PORTFOLIOS

CV Anand VSK Kaumudi Anjani Kumar

SA Huda Tejdeep Kaur Menon SV Ramana Murthy

been posted as Additional
Commissioner of Hyderabad
Police, Law & Order, very crucial
place. 

ADGP, N Sambasiva Rao,
who had been trying hard to
become Hyderabad Kotwal, could
only become DG, Fire Services
since he is not in the list of Dinesh
Reddy's loyals, sources said.

ADGP, Tejdeep Kaur Menon,
has been posted as Director

General of Special Protection
Force (SPF). Even before she took
charge, government sources said
Tejdeep's posting would be
changed since there were certain
allegations against her. 

Tejdeep went overboard to
please Dinesh Reddy by deploying
trainee sub-inspectors and
constables not only to work but
also cheer the hockey players
during the recently held national

level hockey torunament in
Hyderabad earlier this year. Despite
this, she did not get a plum posting,
sources said. On the whole, 40 IPS
officers were transferred in this
round, while another round of
major reshuffle is said to be in the
offing, when, chiefs of district
police units, APSP battalions and
deputy commissioners of police
would be given new postings,
sources said. 

STATE SCAN
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Name of IPS officer Earlier Place of Posting New Place of Posting

S A Huda DGP, Law & Order MD, AP State Police Housing Corporation

VSK Kaumudi ADGP, P&L ADGP, Law & Order

S Gopal Reddy ADGP, Technical ADGP, P&L

Tejdeep Kaur Menon ADGP, Training DG, SPF

S V Ramana Murthy ADGP, Fire Services ADGP, Road Safety Authority

N Sambasiva Rao Director, APPA ADGP, Fire Services

Dr M Malakondaiah Chairman, SLPRB Director, APPA

J Purnachandra Rao IG, Law&Order Chairman, SLPRB

N V Surendra Babu ADGP, Octopus ADGP, Training

Satyanarain ADGP, Road Safety ADGP, Technical

J V Ramudu ADGP, Greyhounds Redesignated as ADGP, Operations and incharge for
Greyhounds and Octopus

Rajiv Ratan IG, West Zone IG, South Zone

Amit Garg Addl. CP, Hyderabad Addl CP, Traffic, Hyd

Anjani Kumar IG, PCS&S Addl CP, Hyderabad

C V Anand Addl. CP, Traffic, Hyd CP, Cyberabad

Ch D Tirumala Rao CP, Cyberabad IG, North Coastal Zone

Govind Singh IG, South Zone IG, PCS&S

Jitender Commr. Of Inquiries IG, SPF

PV Sunil Kumar IG, SPF IG, South Coastal Zone

Ravi Gupta IG, South Coastal Zone IG, North Zone

AB Venkateswar Rao IG, North Zone IG, Octopus

KVRN Reddy IG, North Coastal Range IG, West Zone

Y Nagi Reddy DIG, Hyd Range Jt. MD, AP Transco

P Umapathi Jt. MD, AP Transco DIG, Vizag range    

Swati Lakra DIG, Vizag Range DIG, CID

N Madhusudan Reddy CP, Vijayawada DIG, CI Cell

B Srinivasulu DIG, CI Cell CP, Vijayawada

Vikram Singh Mann DIG, Warangal Range DIG, Eluru Range

G Suryaprakasa Rao DIG, Eluru Range DIG, Nizamabad Range

T Yoganand DCP, Madhapur Jt. CP, CAR Hqrs, Hyderabad

B Malla Reddy Jt. CP, CAR Hqrs, Hyd Jt. CP, SB, Hyderabad

B Balakrishna DIG, Security DIG, Anantapur Range

M M Bhagwat Jt. CP, SB, Hyderabad DIG, Security

T Muralikrishna SP, Octopus DIG, Kurnool Range

E Damodar Joint Director, APPA DIG, Coordination, DGP office

M Shiva Prasad DCP, Traffic, Cyberabad    Jt. CP, Law&Order, Cyberabad

K Venkateswar Rao DD, APPA JD, APPA

A Abraham Lincoln Principal, PTC, Hyd DIG, APSRTC

A Ravichandra Asst. IG DIG, CID

V Naveen Chand DIG, V&E DIG, Hyderabad Range
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The child sex ratio in Andhra
Pradesh, particularly in the

state capital, which boasts of IT
and literacy revolution, has come
down alarmingly. Sex ratio is the
number of females for every 1,000
males. According to 2011 census,
the child sex ratio has come down
from 961 in 2001 to 939 in 2011,
indicating the continuing
preference for boys.

The child sex ratio is lowest in
Hyderabad district with 914 and

highest in East Godavari district
with 968 girls for every 1000 boys.

This shows why there is huge
demand for test tube baby centres
and mushrooming infertility clinics
in the state capital, which promise
male child if certain amount of fee,
which would be in lakhs of rupees,
was paid to them.

However, officials claim the
child sex ratio, despite the decline,
was better than the national
average of 919. The state also fares
better in child sex ratio in urban
and rural areas, as compared to the

national average. In rural areas, the
child sex ratio is 941 against the
national average of 923, and in
urban areas it is 935 against
national ratio of 905.

In rural areas all the 23
districts in the state registered
declining child sex ratio, director of
census operations for Andhra
Pradesh, Y V Anuradha said.

In urban areas, 21 districts
registered declining child sex ratio
while two districts - Nizamabad
and Medak - registered increased
sex ratio. 

Despite being the state capital and despite the presence of entire government
machinery, Hyderabad has lowest child sex ratio. This clearly shows ‘educated’

people have been resorting to female foeticide, preferring boys over girls.

Hyderabad has lowest
child sex ratio in AP

STATE SCAN
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D BALAKRISHNA

Union Minister K Chiranjeevi’s
son K Ram Charan Teja

threatened a photo journalist and
the two software engineers with
ruining their career if they pressed
charges of assault against him.

It may be recalled Ram
Charan along with the two personal
security officers (PSOs) allotted to

him by the Intelligence Security
Wing and some private security
guards hired by the actor beat up
two software engineers – Phanish
and Kalyan – in Banjara Hills over
a petty issue on May 5.

However, the victims were
‘persuaded’ by some police
officials and a minister not to lodge
a complaint against the arrogant
actor.

A couple of days later, images
of Ram Charan guiding the assault
were published in newspapers and
there was a hullabaloo in the media
with some sections of the society
demanding action against the actor.

It was then Ram Charan
organised a media conference in a
hurry to offer his version of the
incident. Not only he alleged that
the software engineers were drunk

Ram Charan intimidates
techies, journalist

Emboldened by his father K Chiranjeevi’s position as a Union Minister and backed by
abundant wealth, actor Ram Charan Teja not only guided an assault on two software
engineers earlier last month, but subsequently threatened to ruin the careers of the

victims and a photo journalist if they pressed the criminal charges against him.

STATE SCAN
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and misbehaved with him while
he was travelling with his wife,
but he threatened that the careers
of the techies would be ruined if
he lodged a complaint.

Obviously, he was hinting at
the influence he enjoyed in the
Banjara Hills police station and
for that matter in any police
station since his father was now a
union minister. Besides, he has
abundant money to buy out any
one, sources said.

Ram Charan also alleged that
the photo journalist who clicked
the images had tried to blackmail
him demanding money to keep
the images under wraps. “The
career of the photographer will
also be ruined if I act,” he told the
media.

The arrogant actor went on to
say that the images showing him
on the road when the alleged
incident took place, were actually
morphed. “I did not even come
out of my car,” Ram Charan said.

However, he could not justify
his version when media persons
began posing questions and
quickly left the place.

Later, he told reporters in
Mumbai that the two techies in
fact apologised to him and the
question of him or anybody from
his side tendering apology for the
victims does not arise at all.

Meanwhile, city police
commissioner was forced to order
an enquiry into the incident.

“The ISW has already
withdrawn the gunmen given to
Ram Charan. I have directed the
DCP west zone to enquire into the
incident and give a detailed
report. Appropriate action will be
taken as soon as the report is
received,” Anurag Sharma told
this correspondent.
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Andhra Pradesh Textile
Federation president A

Prakash described Chief Minister N
Kiran Kumar Reddy as ‘Mr Clean’,
after the state government in April
exempted cloth from Value Added
Tax. However, sources in the
government told The News that the
overnight decision to exempt cloth
from VAT was surprising because
the government had been paying a
deaf ear to the textile traders’
prolonged agitation against VAT.
What more! The government also
exempted textile traders from
turnover tax.

The overnight generosity is
said to have come after the
Congress high command allegedly
instructed Kiran Kumar Reddy to
arrange funds for the recently
concluded Karnataka Assembly
elections. It is said Kiran Kumar
Reddy was asked to send Rs 200
crore to meet the ‘expenses’
incurred in ‘luring the voters’
towards Congress.

This figure gains significance
from the statement of a senior
revenue official soon after the
government’s decision. “We
estimated that the revenue could be
around Rs 200 crore every year
from the turnover tax. The
government would also take a

decision on waiving the arrears,” he
said.

Sources said, Kiran Kumar
Reddy’s negotiators struck a deal
with the textile traders to exempt
them from VAT and turnover tax if
they were ready to supply funds for
the Karnataka assembly elections.

It is said the textile traders
readily agreed for the proposal and
paid the money in cash immediately

as the polling was scheduled for
May 5 and voters must be ‘lured’ a
couple of days before the D-day.

Thus, the government gave
textile traders double benefit in an
eagerness to mobilise funds for
Karnataka elections, though the
traders were ready to accept mere
exemption of VAT thereby causing
huge loss for the exchequer, sources
said. 

Karnataka electionsgive VAT relief forAP textile traders
Normally, political parties in power give 

tax exemptions, waivers and launch populist
schemes before elections in their own states to 
win over the voters. Strangely, the Congress
government in Andhra Pradesh announced 

VAT relief for textile traders to mobilise votes in
Karnataka assembly elections.

STATE SCAN
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It's now official. There has
been little room for fair play

in IPL matches from day one.
The bookies had always been
trying to lure one player or the
other from the beginning to spot
fix matches.

This came light when Delhi
police questioned Rajasthan
Royals cricketer Siddarth
Trivedi. He has been listed as
prosecution witness in the 2013
IPL spot fixing scandal.

His statement has been
recorded in the Saket court on
May 31. Trivedi told the court in
his statement that former
Rajasthan Royals player Amit
Singh contacted him for the first
time in 2010. Singh was arrested
as a bookie in the IPL spot

fixing. Some bookies like
Deepak Kumar and Sunil Bhatia
contacted Trivedi in September
2010. Bot the bookies were
arrested by the Delhi police.  

"Bhatia and Kumar had
offered him money for the 2012
IPL, but he declined," Trivedi
said in his statement to the court.

Trivedi also said that he
was lured with gifts like clothes
and perfumes to indulge in spot
fixing in 2010 but he did not act
accordingly even though he was
pursued by them since 2010 IPL
season.

The bookies also urged him
to indulge in spot fixing during
the 2012 and 2013 editions of
IPL but he did not entertain their
advances. Also, he refused to
accept an invitation by Chandila
to attend a party arranged by the
bookies. Chandila had
approached Bradd Hodge and
Kevin Cooper of Rajasthan
Royals to attend the bookies'
party, but they had also rejected
the invitation, Trivedi said in his
statement.

Trivedi's statement makes it
clear that individual bookies had
been trying to lure cricketers in
different ways including
sending models and high-end
call girls, sources said.

Not only by luring the
players, but some managements
also were embroiled in the
match fixing deals, sources said.

It's official now, IPL
matches fixed since 2010

FIXING  FUNDA
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The Delhi police on May 28
informed the Chief

Metropolitan Magistrate court that
the IPL spot fixing scandal was
linked to underworld don Dawood
Ibrahim gang as bookie Ashwinin
Aggarwal aka Tinku Mandey was
in touch with the fugitive criminal
and his aides.

Interception of telephone calls
suggested that several big names
may be involved in the case as calls
were made to Dawood Ibrahim,
police told the court. 

Police also told the court that
some biggies were involved in the
scandal but the names could not be
disclosed at this stage.

D-Gang involved in
spot fixing: Delhi police
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When three cricketers - S
Sreesanth, Ankeet Chavan

and Ajit Chandila  - of Rajasthan
Royals along with some bookies
were arrested on May 16 in
connection with the spot-fixing
scandal, everyone knew it was only
a tip of the iceberg.

The case got murkier when
skeletons began to tumble out of
closet. Several bookies including
celebrities such as Bollywood actor
Vindoo Dara Singh, BCCI
president N Srinivasan's son-in-law
Gurunath Meiyappan and others
were arrested as they were
associated with the shady affairs of
the IPL.

But unfortunately the cricket
crazy people in the country do not
seem to be ashamed. They continue

to enjoy IPL matches even as
questions were raised at the way
Chennai Super Kings played

Despite a huge
outcry over
prevailing
sleaze and sex
in Indian
Premier League
matches, spot
fixing continue
unabated,
claiming more
and more
wickets

INDIAN PORN LEAGUE’S VAGARIES

FIXING  FUNDA
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against Mumbai Indians in the
final. There were allegations that
the match was fixed in favour of
Mumbai Indians for two reasons: to
ensure clean image for Gurunath
and to allow Sachin retire
respectably.

The Chennai Super
Kings management can now
claim that if the match was
fixed, Mumbai Indians would
not have won the final. This
argument could be advanced
when the case goes for trial in
a court of law, sources said.

Meanwhile, police
across the country went on a
spree of arresting bookies, all
of them small time, while the
kingpins operated from safe
heavens in Dubai, Pakistan,
Thailand and Malaysia,
sources said.

Union Renewable
Energy Minister Farooq
Abdullah sought legalisation
of betting. Some analysts
agreed with Farooq's demand
since the law enforcement
agencies are not in a position
to prevent betting, it is better

to legalise betting and make
revenue out of it.

Some say that professional
cricket has lost its sheen and people
only need entertainment since they
knew about spot-fixing and match-

fixing and other shady aspects that
have crept into the game.

IPL has also introduced the
bad trend of providing female
company for the players during the
matches. It is said not only less

known film actresses but
popular actresses were hired
to entertain the players
during IPL matches.  

Police sources said The
News that Mumbai
underworld was involved in
spot fixing. 

This is another
worrying trend because the
underworld, ones shown the
entry, would stay for long
and even threaten cricketers
to dance to their tunes, the
worst thing to happen with
any game, sources said.

However, in the
mudslinging and hullabaloo,
no one seems to have
noticed that little master
Sachin Tendulkar
announced his retirement
from IPL, soon after
winning the IPL-6. 

Sreesanth Ankeet Chavan Ajit Chandila

Gurunath Meiyappan
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Bollywood actor
Sanjay Dutt,

who surrendered
before a special court
on May 16 to
complete his prison
term in the 1993
Mumbai bomb blasts
case, has been shifted
from Arthur Road jail
in Mumbai to Pune's
high security
Yerwada Central Jail.

Sanjay's conviction
was upheld by the
Supreme Court in
March and  reduced
his six-year sentence
to five. He has to
serve another 42
months in jail since
the Khal Nayak
already served 18
months in prison in
the past.

The Yerwada Jail had
in the past housed
scores of freedom
fighters including
Mahatma Gandhi and
decades later, Anna
Hazare on its 512-
acre complex with a
capacity of around
3,500 prisoners.

Khal Nayak
back in Jail

JAIL BIRD
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A39-year-old woman from
Hyderabad was subjected to

barbarity in UK by two educated
women, while their acquaintance, a
butcher, raped her several times
until authorities acted years later.

The accused made the
Hyderabadi woman work 16-hours
a day, sleep on the floor, and paid a
pittance of 2,300 pounds for years
of gruelling work.

The victim, a mother of four,
went to UK to work as nanny but
was trapped by the accused and was
passed between three homes.

The illiterate woman,

belonging to a poverty-stricken
family in Hyderabad, was lured to
UK with an offer to work as nanny.

Shamina Yousuf of Edgware in
north London, had first recruited

Hyderabadi woman
subjected to barbarity in UK

A poor woman from Hyderabad, lured to UK to work as
nanny, was forced into slavery by two educated women,

while their friend, a butcher, raped her for four months by
threatening the woman that her passport will be burnt if

she did not sleep with him.

Shamina Yousuf Shashi Obhrai Enkartha Balapovi

FACT FILE
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the woman when she came to the
UK in 2005. She snatched the
woman’s passport as soon as the
latter reached UK.

In 2007, Shamina sent the
victim to her friend Shashi Obhrai’s
place to work. There she was forced
to work from 6 am to 11 pm.
Shashi, burnt the woman with a hot
iron and even pushed her down
from the stairs.

Later, the woman was sent to
work at 54-year-old bucher Enkarta
Balapovi’s house at Charlbert Street
in St John's Wood. The butcher
threatened to burn her passport
unless she stripped naked and
performed sex acts for him.

When the victim resisted his
advances, Balapovi threatened to
throw her on the streets without any
documents and subjected her to
sexual assault for a period of four

months. The woman managed to
escape from her tormentors
clutches and reached a crisis center,
but the accused threatened to kill
her with a knife if she did not
return. She eventually escaped
again and contacted refuge charities
and the police.

Prosecution charged the trio
under various provisions of UK law
in May last year. She explained her
horrific experience to the
authorities. “I was forced to survive
on out-of-date food and the spat-
out-leftovers of Shashi’s children.”

She also said that Shamina,
Shashi and Balapovi used to beat
her up regularly, forced her to sleep
on the floor and even burnt her with
hot iron.

In a statement to the court, the
victim, who has been given
compassionate leave to stay in the

UK for five years, said: “They
made my life hell. I have suffered
with depression and sleepless
nights for a very long time. I have
to take medication so that I can get
some sleep. They have treated me
so badly that I worry at night that
they will come for me.

These people have ruined my
life and kept me away from my
children. Each should be punished
for their wrongdoings. When
Balapovi used to have sex with me,
my whole body used to ache. I can't
move on - he raped me,” she said.

The court in May 2013
sentenced butcher Balapovi for 11
years of imprisonment, while
Shamina was sentenced to 40 hours
of community service and Shashi
was given a 20 month suspended
jail sentence for the abuses against
the victim.

THE NEWS BUREAU

Busy schedules of parents are increasingly
depriving their kids of their company due to

which the kids are growing up isolated in their own
world. Over 65 percent of youngsters between the
age of eight and 24 spend less than one hour with
their parents a day, according to a study by by the
Associated Chambers of Commerce and Industry
of India (Assocham) Ladies League (ALL).

This leads to a situation where youngsters
become aloof, introverted, impatient and intolerant,
the study said.

Parents are reaching home very late in the
evening and leaving home too early in the morning.

As a result, number of nuclear families is growing
with no one to look after the children in their
absence, the study revealed.

It is a dangerous trend, but the increase in cost
of living and unending desires force the parents to
neglect the future of their kids.

The study highlighted the fact that the majority
of youth spend less time with their families
resulting in estranged relationships. Most of the
respondents rarely shared any problems with their
parents. 

Thus, problems of communication, inadequate
expression and lack of parental support have been
identified as factors associated with behavioural
problems in children and adolescents. 

Working couple mess up
kids’ future
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RANBAxY SELLS
ADULTERATED DRUGS

DRUGS & FACTS
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Government of India is said to
have ordered a probe into the

affairs of pharma giant Ranbaxy
Laboratories after the company
pleaded guilty of selling
adulterated drugs in the United
States.

Union Health Ministry is
learnt to have directed the Drugs
Controller General of India to go
through the US order in detail and
then examine the documents and
approvals to Ranbaxy in India.

The regulator will evaluate all
the documents to see if any
compromise was made in safety,
quality and submitting data for

product approvals. It may be
recalled a subsidiary of Ranbaxy
Laboratories has admitted before
the US authorities last month that it
was guilty of selling adulterated
drugs with and intention to defraud.

The charges relate to
manufacture and distribution of
certain adulterated drugs
manufactured at two of Ranbaxy
manufacturing facilities at Paonta
Sahib and Dewas in India in 2005
and 2006.

Ranbaxy agreed to pay $500
million to resolve the allegations -
$150 million towards criminal fine
and forfeiture and $350 million to
settle civil claims under the False
Claims Act and related State laws,

US justice department said.
Ranbaxy pleaded guilty to

three counts under the federal
Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act
(FDCA), and four felony counts of
knowingly making material false
statements to the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA).

The company also admitted to
making false, fictitious, and
fraudulent statements to the FDA in
Annual Reports filed in 2006 and
2007 regarding the dates of
stability tests conducted on certain
batches of Cefaclor, Cefadroxil,
Amoxicillin, and Amoxicillin and
Clavulanate Potassium, which
were manufactured at the Dewas
facility. 
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Indian mobile phone service
providers are slowly increasing

call charges and doing away with
promotional offers for survival,
thanks to 2G scam.

The service providers made
this move as many players left
Indian market following
cancellation of some licenses after
2G scam due to which intensity of
competition has come down.

Reliance Communications
recently increased call charges by
20-30 percent across India, while
Bharti Airtel did away with its
promotional offers in January.

The telecom players are now
concentrating more on usage and
not on the number of subscribers, a
telecom consultant said.

"The cost of spectrum and the
cost of providing services have
gone up. The companies are not
trying to undercut one another
despite being competitors, an
analyst said.

The quarterly results of the

telecom companies show that they
are making lower margins and the
companies are struggling to
survive. Continuous lowering of
prices was proving to be counter-
productive.

Even the quality of customer
service has gone down. In this
situation, 10-20 per cent increase in
call charges will not have any huge
impact on their businesses, another
analyst said.

Reliance Communications,
while increasing the call charges,
said that the Indian telecom
industry was now heading for a
consolidation phase, with smaller
operators shutting down their shops
or scaling down their operations.

Some of the operators did not
increase the charges directly but
reduced freebies and promotional
offers, which will make the average
user to pay nearly 20-30 percent
more.

In a nutshell, burden on
common people is only going to
increase following the decision of
the service providers. 

Mobile telephone
service providers
had been thinking of
increasing the call
charges for quite
some time. They
have put this into
action as they are
now left with no
other options
considering the
increasing costs and
dwindling margins.

Mobile phone charges
to
go up
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There will be more mobile
phones than people on the

earth by 2014 as the cell phone
subscriptions will cross a
whopping seven billion early in
2014, notwithstanding the increase
in call charges.

The mobile revolution is
empowering people by delivering
ICT applications in education,
health, government, banking,
environment and business, says
the International Telecommuni-
cations Union (ITU).

Pre-paid was the preferred

choice of mobile subscriptions in
2012, accounting for over 70
percent of mobile subscriptions
globally.

There are over 100 countries
with mobile-cellular penetration
exceeding 100 percent, which
means there are more mobile
cellular subscriptions than
inhabitants. In seven economies
worldwide, mobile cellular
penetration is over 200 percent.

China is the first country to
achieve one billion mobile cellular
subscriptions while India will soon
become the second country to
have one billion subscribers. 

More mobile
phones than
people by 2014
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The state government is
planning to set up a GAME

city to serve as the hub for Gaming,
Animation, Media and
Entertainment industry.

The GAME city will be
developed on a sprawling 30 acre
land and its first phase will have an
area of six lakh square feet.

The first phase, expected to be
available by the end of 2014, is
being developed at an estimated
cost of Rs 240 crore. Minister for
Information Technology and
Communications, Ponnala
Lakshmaiah, disclosed this during
his visit to Cannes International
Film Festival. The minister was at
Cannes to market the GAME city.

The GAME city will make use
of the latest technological
innovations in the industry to
create skill development and
employment opportunities for the
youth.

“The GAME city will have
state of the art equipment and all
the software required for these
activities. Young entrepreneurs and
developers can take even a single
desk space at the new facility," the
minister said.

The GAME city would be a
green field concept with an
incubation tower of 11 floors. The
government would install all the
facilities and lease them to the
users at extremely reasonable rates
so that they can start working and
from day one, Lakshmaiah said. 

After IT SEZ, 
AP to have GAME City soon

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
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Here good news for film
industry plagued with piracy

problems. If a software engineer
from Kerala is to be believed, he
has come up with an anti-piracy
device to prevent recording of
movies in theatres using mobile
phones and handy cameras.

The techie, Varghese Babu,
told a news agency that his product
has gone for patent processing. It
has been developed after a three
years of research. The product has
been priced at Rs 1.5 million.

"The product has been named

'Demolish Duplica' and has a
hardware unit which is placed in
movie theatres. The moment
anyone tries to record a film, the
hardware unit recognises it and
stops the recording. An alert is sent
to a server and the anti-piracy cell

of police," Varghese Babu said.
According to him, the serial

number of the mobile phone or the
handycam gets recorded on the
hardware device and details of the
location from where the recording
was being done could be accessed
by the authorities. The product can
also track tampering of the film
during the editing process.

Asked whether it was the only
product available in the market, the
techie said, had there been any
other application available, there
would have been no pirated
versions available of new releases.

"I have been receiving
inquiries from the film industry and
at the moment I am completing the
formalities for getting the product
patented," Varghese said. 

Kerala techie develops
anti-piracy product

With first of its kind anti-piracy application
developed by a Kerala-based software engineer,

Indian film makers can now sleep in peace.
Priced at Rs 1.5 million per unit, the product is

likely to hit the market
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Vaccination for rotavirus has
been a costly affair till now

and people belonging to upper
middle class and rich used to go
for it for their kids.

With an intention to make
the vaccine available for masses,
Indian scientists have developed
an affordable vaccine that has
shown strong efficacy in
preventing rotavirus diarrhoea,
that kills mover one lakh children
annually.

The vaccine 'Rotovac' is the
outcome of public-private
partnership between the
Department of Biotechnology
(DBT) of the Indian Government
and pharma company Bharat
Biotech.

The vaccine, once licensed
by the Drugs Controller General
of India, will cost around Rs 54
per dose unlike the currently
available vaccine which costs Rs
2,250 per dose. Each child needs
to take three doses as part of
vaccination cycle.

DBT Secretary, K Vijay
Raghavan said, “This is an

important scientific breakthrough
against rotavirus infections, the
most severe and lethal cause of
childhood diarrhoea, responsible
for around one lakh deaths of
small kids in India each year.

The clinical results indicate
that the vaccine could save the
lives of thousands of Indian
children who get rotavirus
diarrhoea every year. As many as
7,000 infants from low income
group families in Delhi, Pune and
Vellore were administered
the vaccine as part of
clinical trials.

"With its low price and
strong efficacy, the indigenous
vaccine has the potential to
reduce the incidence of diarrhoea
due to rotavirus among children
in India. It can also help reduce
infant deaths in other developing
countries, DBT officials said.

The oral vaccine can be
given alongside routine
immunization vaccines like polio
vaccine and others.

Chairman and Managing
Director of Bharat Biotech,
Krishna M Ella said, "It
represents the successful research
and development of a novel
vaccine from the developing
world with global standards." 

India develops rotavirus
vaccine for poor

A public-private partnership between the Department of
Biotechnology (DBT) of the Government of India and Bharat
Biotech has developed rotavirus vaccine that could save at
least 60,000 children from death every year. The vaccine
will be available for as low as Rs 54 a dose, once licensed.
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Obsession with money, power
and fame has proved

disastrous time and again. We
heard innumerable stories of greed,
jealousy, ego, spitefulness and
intense longing for luxury that
ended up in tragedies.

In a contemporary tale of such
an evil passion, a young girl who
came to India from West Asia with
a dream to become a highly-paid

model for gratifying her deep
desire for opulence and
extravagance, ended up as a cheat
as her career path did not take her
to the desired heights.  

Born to an engineer of Indian
origin family settled in Dubai,
Leena Maria Paul has a bachelor's
degree in Dental Science, but she
preferred to go for modeling to
make huge money and fulfil her
desires.

She is crazy about luxury cars,

Leena, gangster
in the making Her obsession

with luxury living
proved costly as a
model-actress
took to fraudulent
means to make fast
and easy bucks.
Twenty five-year-old
actress-model Leena
Maria Paul is now
cooling her heels
behind bars in a
cheating case

LADY DON
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wrist watches and many other
things. But her career as a model
and actor did not fetch the money
required for lavish lifestyle.

Invariably, she trod the wrong
path along with her live-in partner
Chandrashekhar.  The fraud came

to light when the 25-year-old
actress was arrested from a farm
house in South Delhi on May 28
for duping Canara Bank to the tune
of Rs 19 crore.

The actress, who will soon be
seen in John Abraham production

titled Madras Cafe, paid Rs 4 lakh
a month towards the rent for the
farm house. Also, she hired six
body guards, of which three were
equipped with firearms.

According to police, the three
body guards carrying weapons
were ex-servicemen and acquired
the weapons with license.
However, a case under Arms Act
has been booked for not informing
the Delhi police about their stay.

Police recovered nine luxury
cars including a Rolls Royce, 81
costly wristwatches from her
possession, which were purchased
with the crime proceeds. Leena,
who has earlier worked in national
award-winner Mohanlal's Red
Chillies, is allegedly involved in
more than six cases in Chennai.

The arrest was a joint
operation by Chennai Police Crime
Branch and South Delhi Anti Auto
Theft Squad (AATS). 
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Despite being in the power in
the previous assembly, few

number of BJP legislators have
been found ‘crorepatis’, while
maximum number of Congress
legislators in the newly formed
are found to be multi-
millionaires.

According to a study
conducted by the Karnataka
Election Watch (KEW), an NGO,
as many as 112 Congress
legislators were multi-
millionaires, while 37 BJP

legislators and 36 JD-S legislators
were also found to be multi-
millionaires. The NGO analysed
the assets declared by the
legislators while filing
nominations and arrived at the
numbers. In all, around 200
members of the newly elected
225-member Karnataka assembly
are crorepatis.

The study shows that 93 per
cent of the legislators were
crorepatis, an increase from 63
percent in the previous assembly,
the NGO said.

The NGO also said 39

legislators face serious criminal
cases like attempt to murder,
kidnapping, dacoity and the
heinous crime of assault against
women.

Of the five legislators facing
murder cases, two are from
Congress and one each from BJP
and BSR Congress and one
independent.

Further, 11 legislators
including four from BJP, three
from Congress and one each from
BSR Congress and independent
face corruption cases, the NGO
said.

Almost all the MLAs elected to Karnataka assembly are multi-millionaires.
Unfortunately for the electorate, 39 of them face criminal charges, while

some of them are involved in the heinous crime of assault against
woman. Also, 11 legislators are involved in corruption cases.

K’taka Assembly: 
House of crorepatis

KANNADA KINGS
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Joining the activists for the first
time and boosting the morale of

NGOs working on the pollution of
river Ganga, some citizens of
Varanasi on May 10 lodged police
complaints against ‘unknown’
people for polluting the holy river.

Citizens led by Vashishtha
Narayan, Ram Shree and Prakash
Upadhyaya lodged the complaints

at Lanka police station. Police said
the reports were lodged under
sections 277 and 279 of the
Environment Conservation Act,
1986.

Three different FIRs have
been lodged at different times, but
on the same issue. Appropriate
penal action would be taken
against those found guilty, police
said.

The citizens said in their

complaint that untreated and toxic
effluents were being pumped into
the holy river through inlets at
different places, causing major
pollution. Besides, people were
also dumping garbage and other
waste material into the river, they
said.

Activists working on Ganga
pollution said that this was the first
time such pro-active action has
been initiated by citizens. 

FINALLY,
VARANASI
CITIZENS WAKE
UP TO GANGA
POLLUTION
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Even as the Telugu film industry
is planning to import porn star

turned Bollywood actress Sunny
Leone to lure viewers to theatres,
another international porn star is all
set to debut Indian cinema.

Indo-American porn actress
Priya Anjali Rai has been roped in
to flaunt her sexy curves in a Hindi
film yet to be titled.

The 35-year-old sultry siren
recently tweeted, “Bollywood is
calling me… Very very excited!
Feels amazing to get a chance to go
to India and meet my Indian fans.

“Excited to announce that I’ll
be playing the lead role in India's
first 4D stereoscopic feature film,”
Priya said.

The film will be directed by
Asokan PK. Priya plays a key role
in the film, while her co-stars are
yet to be finalised. And there is
good news for viewers. There will
be a lot of steamy scenes in the
film. Priya, however, said there
were no nude scenes.

Sources said Priya will arrive
in India shortly for a shooting
schedule of three weeks.

Priya was born in Delhi before
moving to the US after she was

adopted by an American couple
when she was two years old.

The US based porn star
pursued a course in marketing at
Arizona State University before
beginning her career in showbiz. 

Her career began as a stripper
in nightclubs before she made her
debut in the porn industry. 

Another porn star
for Indian Cinema
It appears porn stars are making a bee-line to the
Indian film industry looking at the demand for skin
show and some steamy scenes.

BABES IN LINE
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They boast about their passion for serving
destitutes, physically or mentally challenged

kids or serve the poor. They also boast about
mobilising resources for the welfare of the
marginalised sections of the society. They are
none other than the contestants at the beauty
pageants. 

However, soon after they are crowned beauty
queens, they sign contracts for commercials and
endorsements. Many of them, particularly from

India, venture into Bollywood, leaving behind
their 'passion' for serving the poor.

The latest beauty queen to follow in the
footsteps of her predecessors is Ponds Femina
Miss India World 2013 Navneet Kaur Dhillon. 

She is currently gearing up to compete at
Miss World 2013 scheduled to be held near
Jakarta on Sep 28. 

Dhillon told a news agency in Mumbai that
she would like to work with Ranbir Kapoor and
Akshay Kumar. She, however, said she won't be
comfortable with intimate scenes.

Another beauty queen for B’wood

BABES IN LINE
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Yet another badminton couple is
likely to tie the knot in the near

future if the hush-hush voices in the
badminton circuit are to be
believed.

Sources said Olympic medalist
Saina Nehwal and emerging
shuttler Parupalli Kashyap have
been dating for quite some time. It
is said they are stalling their
marriage until both of them win at
least one grand prix. 

Saina has not been in form
after London Olympics and
struggling to bounce back into
winning track. She will play
Indonesian Open in July and that
will decide her future, sources said.

She won the
Indonesian super
series thrice earlier.

On the other hand,
Kashyap is now in his career best
form and is in top-10. 

Though the duo denied their
relationship on different occasions,
it is said the families of both the
players have agreed for their
marriage.

However, it has to be seen
whether the wedding lasts long in
the wake of the break-up between
another badminton couple Gutta
Jwala and Chetan Anand.

In the case of Jwala and
Anand, the former has been
aggressive, ambitious and very
socialising while the latter has been

a
meek,

humble
and gentle.

The attitudinal
differences and intervention of a
third person in their life made the
couple get separated, which
affected their career a lot. On the
other hand, the love life of another
badminton couple Pullela
Gopichand and Lakshmi has been
very successful. 

The duo married in 2002 after
Gopi's All England Championship
triumph. Subsequently, Gopi went
on to become the national coach for
badminton and also running an
academy where Saina Nehwal got
training.

SAINA
KASHYAPTO WED

LOVE BIRDS
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